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Abstract

The structures of the hydrographic fronts separating the Atlantic origin waters from am-
bient waters in the northern Nordic Seas are discussed. Flows of the western and east-
ern branches of the West Spitsbergen Current create the Atlantic domain borders and
maintain these fronts. The work is based on previous research and on investigations in5

the project DAMOCLES (Developing Arctic Modeling and Observational Capabilities for
Long-term Environmental Studies). Most of the observational data were collected dur-
ing the R/V Oceania cruises. The main focus of the paper is put on the western border
of the Atlantic domain – the Arctic Front, along- and transfrontal transports, the front
instability and variability. The baroclinic instability and advection of baroclinic eddies10

which occurs due to this instability were found as the main transfrontal transport pro-
cesses. Most of the Atlantic Water transported by the western branch recirculates west
and southward. The eastern branch of the West Spitsbergen Current provides most of
the Atlantic Water entering the Arctic Ocean. Both processes are very important for the
Arctic and global Thermohaline Circulation.15

1 Introduction

Most of the Atlantic Water (AW) that enters the Nordic Seas (Norwegian, Greenland,
and Iceland Sea) flows over the Faroe-Iceland Ridge and between the Faroe and Shet-
land Islands (Hansen and Osterhus, 2000). There are two main branches of the AW
inflow east of Iceland. The colder, less saline western branch (the Faroe Branch) of20

the Norwegian Atlantic Current is topographically guided from the Iceland-Faroe Front
towards the Fram Strait (Fig. 1). In the Nordic Seas it acts as the jet of the Polar Front
(Orvik and Niiler, 2002). The warmer, more saline eastern branch of the AW (the Shet-
land Branch) enters the Nordic Seas through the Faroe-Shetland Channel and con-
tinues north along the Norwegian shelf edge as the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current25

(NASC) (Orvik and Skagseth, 2003). After passing the northern Norway, the NASC
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branches. One stream of the AW enters the Barents Sea as the North Cape Current
(the Barents Sea Branch) and flows into the Arctic Ocean (AO), mostly through the St.
Anna Trough (Schauer et al., 2002; Maslowski et al., 2004). The second branch contin-
uing north along the continental slope is called the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC)
(Aagaard and Carmack, 1989). Nowadays this flow is often called the WSC eastern5

branch or the core of the WSC; correspondingly, the continuation of the Faroe Branch
linked with the oceanic frontal system is called the WSC western branch. These two
currents and hydrological fronts related to the both branches of the WSC create dy-
namic borders of the region occupied by the AW – the Atlantic domain (AD) of the
Nordic Seas (Fig. 1). There is a large scale oceanic front in the west, and shallow wa-10

ter, local scale front in the east. Both fronts separate the Atlantic-origin waters from the
ambient, much colder and fresher water masses.

In the Nordic Seas the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) becomes more
of a horizontal loop. The warm, buoyant waters flow northward in the east, the cold,
dense waters flow towards the Atlantic in the west (Mauritzen, 2011). This two way15

oceanic exchange that connects the Arctic and Atlantic oceans are of fundamental
importance to climate (Dickson et al., 2008). The importance of the fronts – flexible
borders between warm and cold water masses is related to the importance of the
whole Nordic Seas for the global climate.

Fronts create the barrier between waters of different properties and origin. There are20

strong horizontal gradients of all properties across the front. Contact of water masses of
various densities generates alongfrontal baroclinic jet streams, which keeps the front
in the dynamic equilibrium state (Fedorov, 1986). This frontal barrier is not solid –
frontal zone changes its position, water mixes and exchanges across the front. In the
case of the Atlantic domain in the Greenland Sea, processes of transfrontal exchange,25

especially through the western border are very important; it is the vital part of the
northern limb of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Water masses
formed in the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean supply the Greenland-Scotland Ridge
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overflow and maintain the lower limb of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007).

Existence of the intensive northward current over the Mohn and Knipovich Ridges
has been postulated for a long time (Dietrich et al., 1980). Old maps of Alekseev and
Isothin from 1955 showed 3 branches of the Norwegian Atlantic Current, in Wegner’s5

map from 1963 splits of the North Atlantic Current into 2 branches of the Norwegian
Current at the latitude of southern Norway occurs. Both branches re-join west of Sval-
bard (Fig. 2). Also, the Institute of Oceanology, Polish Academy of Sciences (IOPAN)
works (Piechura and Walczowski, 1995; Walczowski, 1997) suggested existence of the
second WSC branch formed by the baroclinic alongfrontal jet streams.10

For a long time the role of these flows was not appreciated. The common mistake
made by all authors was claiming that both NAC branches originate from only one
AW inflow through the Faroe-Shetland Channel. Monitoring the Faroe Branch (Hansen
et al., 1999) of Atlantic inflow over the Greenland-Scotland Ridge in late 90s helped
understand the AW pathways in the Nordic Seas.15

In this work the frontal structures bordering the northern part of the AD and several
processes occurring there are described. The additional aim of this study is to quantify
the importance of the hydrographic fronts separating the Atlantic Waters in the Nordic
Seas from other water masses. The used data sets and applied methods are intro-
duced in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the structure of the AD is described. Section 4 provides20

a description of the western AD border, and Sect. 5 refers to the eastern AD border.
Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the present study.

2 Data and methods

Every summer since 1987, the IOPAN research vessel Oceania operates in the region
between the northern Norway and the Fram Strait. The main objectives of this work25

include investigation of the AW flow through the Norwegian and Greenland Seas, water
properties and modification. During the R/V Oceania cruises vertical profiles along
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standard sections (Fig. 3) are performed. The zonal sections are perpendicular to the
general direction of the AW advection. Two meridional sections close the AW inflow
into the Barents Sea. IOPAN’s main efforts focus on the northern part of the AD, where
processes controlling the AW inflow into the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait and
westward recirculation take place. Herein the part of the Atlantic domain between the5

latitudes of 74◦ N and 79◦ N is described.
The same station grid was used during the EU project DAMOCLES (Developing Arc-

tic Modeling and Observing Capabilities for Long-term Environmental Studies). During
4 yr of the project more than 800 station were taken. All observations were carried
out in summer and the gathered data allow only for the summer-to-summer variability10

analysis.
The equipment used for measurements include Seabird CTD (SBE 911+) with du-

plicate temperature and conductivity sensors (since 2008) and the Lowered Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (LADCP) (since 2005). Every year the temperature and con-
ductivity sensors are calibrated by the Sea-Bird Electronics service.15

The data from the same sections covered by the measurements in summers 2000–
2010 were used. Mean water properties were calculated from gridded fields. Data were
interpolated using optimal interpolation methods, the kriging procedures (Emery and
Thomson, 2001). The rectangular grids were smoothed with a linear convolution low-
pass filter. Furthermore, the Ocean Data View software with the Data-Interpolating20

Variational Analysis (Troupin et al., 2012) gridding procedures was used. Baroclinic
currents across sections were calculated with reference to the bottom (i.e. taking zero
current at the bottom irrespective of depth). For horizontal distributions, currents were
calculated with reference to 1000 dbar. The current vectors indicate only the baroclinic
component of the flow, but offer a good representation of the general pattern of the flow25

(Walczowski et al., 2005). The heat content was calculated with respect to a tempera-
ture of −0.1 ◦C.

For the years 2005–2010, CTD data from the Norwegian Gimsøy Section, provided
by the Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, were also used. Additionally, in order
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to provide an explanation of the frontal mesoscale structures, data from the process-
oriented experiments performed by IOPAN in summers 1995 and 1996 were used.

LADCP data were applied as well. The downward-looking LADCP was attached to
the CTD rosette. The results were processed with the LDEO IX software for Matlab
(Thurnherr, 2007).5

There are several water mass characteristics in the Nordic Seas. Herein the AW was
defined as warmer than 0 ◦C and saltier than 34.92. In practice, in the majority of casts,
both the upper and lower limits of the analysed water column were determined by
salinity, and the mean properties of the AW layer were calculated for the water column
satisfying the condition S ≥ 34.92. For comparison with other works, characterization10

of the AW as water warmer than 2 ◦C and more saline than 34.90 was also applied.

3 The Atlantic domain structure and currents pattern

The shape of the Atlantic domain is strongly related to the bottom topography. In the
west, the mid-ocean ridges system of the Mohn Ridge and the Knipovich Ridge creates
a natural barrier separating the Atlantic and Arctic waters. Located between latitudes15

70◦–73◦ N, the Mohn Ridge stretches towards the north-east. The northern extension
of the Mohn Ridge – the Knipovich Ridge stretches north towards the Fram Strait. At
a depth of ca. 2500 m, the ridge rises 250–500 m above the bottom. There are also
several high submarine mountains, elevating even 2000 m over the bottom level. On
the western side of the ridge, there is a trench of a depth of several hundred meters;20

the Arctic domain is deeper than the Atlantic one.
The eastern border of the AD is limited by shallow waters. South of the 74◦ N parallel,

between the North Cap and the Bear Island, a part of the AW advects eastward through
the Barents Sea Opening – a trench in the Barents Sea slope of a depth of ca. 480 m.
North of the 74◦ N parallel the eastern AW boundary is formed by the Barents Sea and25

the western Spitsbergen slopes and shelves.
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Along the AD borders, two branches of the WSC continue. The eastern branch con-
tinues as an intensive, narrow flow with core over the 800 m isobath. The AW temper-
ature and salinity reach the maximum in these stream. Eastward tilt and deepening
of the θ, S, and δθ isolines (Fig. 4a–c) indicate existence of the northward current’s
baroclinic component; baroclinic velocities exceed 25 cms−1 (Fig. 4d). The AW occu-5

pies also the outer part of the shelf where the local front between the AW and the
Polar Water exists. The western branch, continuing over the ridges, is maintained by
the baroclinic frontal jet streams. The baroclinic front is manifested by outcrop of all
isolines (Fig. 4). In this branch the northward stream is wide, less concentrated than
that in the eastern side, nevertheless, the baroclinic component of the northward flow10

reaches 40–50 cms−1.
Changes of the bottom topography and convergence of isobaths in the northern

part causes confluence of both WSC streams at 78◦ N and narrowing of the AD (Wal-
czowski et al., 2005). Continuing north of the 78◦ N parallel, the streams diverge and
divide into paths which inflow the AO or recirculate westward (Fig. 1). Correspondingly15

to the shape of the borders, the AD forms a wedge which is wide in the southern part
and narrow in the north (Fig. 3). The width of the AD in the south, near the Bear Island
latitude, amounts to 350–400 km, whereas in the vicinity of the Fram Strait, the width
decreases to 100 km. Depending on the region and the AW definition, thickness of the
AW layer reaches 800–1000 m (Fig. 4). The vertical gradients of properties (thermo-20

cline, halocline, pycnocline) separate the AW layer from intermediate waters (Fig. 5).
The AW flow between main streams is slower and follows in both directions. The

mesoscale activity with mostly anticyclonic eddies is intensive. Numerous flow rever-
sals in the central part result in a comparatively small volume transports, considering
the large areas covered by the AW. This causes small average northward velocities25

in the Atlantic domain despite the relatively high local speeds (Cisewski et al., 2003).
Indeed, the mean signal propagation velocities are estimated between 2 cms−1 and
4 cms−1. (Furevik, 2000; Cisewski et al., 2003; Walczowski and Piechura, 2007).
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West of the AF the Return Atlantic Water (RAW) occurs. This water mass originates
from the AW recirculated in the Fram Strait and the Arctic Ocean or transported across
the AF. The salinity, temperature and thickness of the RAW is lower than the AW on the
east side of the front, the RAW frequently forms mesoscale, anticyclonic eddies.

4 The western boundary of the AD5

4.1 Structure of the Arctic Front

Between the Polar domain occupied by the water carried directly from the AO by the
East Greenland Current and Atlantic domain, there is a region called the Arctic domain.
This domain, containing the cyclonic Greenland Sea Gyre, is bounded by large-scale
climatological fronts. On the east the front is formed by the confluence of the Arctic10

and the Atlantic origin water masses. There are various names for this structure: the
Polar Front (Orvik and Niiler, 2002), the Polar Ocean Front (Johannessen, 1986), the
Arctic Frontal Zone (van Aken et al., 1995). Herein, we call it, after Swift (1986), the
Arctic Front (AF), to distinguish between this front and the border between the Polar
and Arctic waters, called the Polar Front. This term may be also confusing, because15

the term “Arctic Front” is sometimes used for the local front which bounds the Atlantic
domain on the east side (Soloranta and Svendsen, 2001).

The AF is an 800 km long and 40–80 km wide zone of strong horizontal and ver-
tical gradients of all properties. Baroclinic jet streams maintain flows on both sides
of the front. Some authors (Van Aken et al., 1995) define the AF as the multifrontal20

zone with cold Greenland Sea Gyre in the west, the AW jet streams in the east and
a band of mesoscale eddies in between. From the south the front is a continuation of
the Iceland-Faroe Front; in the north the front bifurcates in the Fram Strait region. Hor-
izontal dimensions of the AF are compared with geophysical scales and the front can
be classified as a macroscale climatic phenomenon (Fedorov, 1986).25
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In the Nordic Seas circulation tends to follow f/H contours (Hopkins, 1991). Also the
AF is strongly related to the bottom topography. This indicates that the large-scale de-
formation field responsible for the frontogenesis has to be of a barotropic nature (Spall,
1997). The ADCP and LADCP measurements confirm existence of the barotropic com-
ponent of flow in the WSC (Osinski et al., 2003; Walczowski et al., 2005). In the western5

branch the barotropic currents reach up to 5 cms−1.
The deformation field causes stretching of isolines and overlaying of lighter AW

above denser waters from the Greenland Sea Gyre. Isothermal, isohaline and isopy-
cnic surfaces slope down from the upper layers on its cold Arctic side to intermediate
depths on the Atlantic side (Fig. 4). Angle of the slope is about 1◦, the largest inclines10

exceed 1.6◦. Below the AW cover, the intermediate and deep waters are disposed. The
Arctic Waters are cold, less saline and denser.

Horizontal gradients of all properties occur under the surface mixed layer at the
level of 100–700 dbar. Maximal horizontal gradients occur at 200–300 dbar but even
here they are rather small in comparison with other climatic fronts (Fedorov, 1986).15

For the AF the typical temperature horizontal gradient remains at the value of 0.30–
0.40 ◦C km−1, the salinity gradient is 0.02–0.03 km−1 and the density gradient is
0.015 kgm−3 km−1. The weak horizontal density gradient may be one of the reasons
for frontal instability and meandering (Ivanov and Koroblev, 1994).

In summer 2009, at the latitude of 76◦30′ N, at the level of 200 dbar, the temperature20

between the Arctic and Atlantic sides varied from 0 ◦C to 3.8 ◦C, salinity varied from
34.90 to 35.09 and potential density from 27.91 to 28.03 kgm−3 (Fig. 5). It makes hori-
zontal gradients of temperature equal to 0.25 ◦C km−1, salinity 0.013 km−1 and density
0,014 kgm−3 km−1. There is a positive correlation between the temperature and salinity
fields: increasing of water temperature is linked with increasing of salinity. The horizon-25

tal density gradient is due to differences of temperature between the Arctic and Atlantic
waters; changes in salinity across the front partly compensate temperature effect and
weaken the density gradient.
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In the AW column, salinity inversion occurs – salinity decreases with depth. Stability
of the water column is caused by the temperature vertical gradient. It is possible due
to large value of density ratio Rρ, which is defined as:

Rρ =
α ∂θ

∂z

β ∂S
∂z

(1)

where the thermal expansion coefficient α and saline contraction coefficient β are de-5

fined by:

α = −1
ρ

(
∂ρ
∂θ

)
p,S

(2)

β =
1
ρ

(
∂ρ
∂S

)
p,θ

(3)

Despite the fact that the salinity inversion does not occur in the Arctic domain, vertical10

stability of the Arctic Water column is lower than in the Atlantic domain.

4.2 The AF dynamics

The Rossby Number:

Ro =
v

f ·L
(4)

where L is the horizontal length scale and f is the Coriolis parameter defined by:15

f = 2 ·Ω · sin(ϕ) (5)

estimated for width of the front L = 80 km, mean current velocity = 25 cms−1 and the
Coriolis parameter for the latitude of 75◦ N, f = 1.37 10−4 s−1, equals 0.23 and fulfils the
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condition for macroscale flows: Ro� 1 (Druet, 1994). It means that the front is in quasi-
geostrophic balance and that geostrophic approximation may be applied. Besides the
baroclinic pressure, the Coriolis force is the main factor which influences the dynamics
of the front. Ageostrophic flows are very weak (Gill, 1982) but may play a significant
role in transport across the front.5

The core of the AW flow is located in the zone of the steepest front slope (Fig. 4d).
The maximal velocity of baroclinic jets reaches 50 cms−1. The jet often splits into two
streams. The width of the streams reaches about 40 km. Considerable summer to sum-
mer variability of the flow field is apparent (Fig. 6); it concerns the field structure, the
location of the main stream and its properties.10

For data collected by IOPAN in summers 1996–2010 the mean geostrophic AW vol-
ume and heat transport at the latitude of 76◦30′ N for the 65 km wide zone between the
longitudes 6◦30′ E (65th km in Fig. 4) and 9◦ E (130th km in Fig. 4) equalled, respec-
tively, 1.5 Sv and 18.5 TW with standard deviations of 0.9 Sv and 12.3 TW, respec-
tively. It changes considerably over time (Fig. 7). The maximal transports in summer15

2004 exceed 3 Sv of volume and 40 TW of heat carried with the AW (S > 34.92, T > 0).
Changes of the heat transport are caused by changes in the volume transport; differ-
ences of the AW temperature play minor role.

4.3 The mesoscale activity within the AF

Flow instabilities may take a variety of forms, and the mechanisms are often difficult20

to identify observationally (Gill, 1982). Stratification of the water mass, structure of
the flow, horizontal and vertical properties gradients are factors which affect the front
stability. During the AF study, a few mesoscale features, such as meanders and eddies,
were found. The size of the eddies were in the order of the Rossby deformation radius,
which in these region reaches 9–11 km. Presence of meanders and eddies indicate25

that the AF is sensitive to instability and suggests that a large-scale deformation field is
active and frontogenesis processes take place. The kinetic energy of barotropic motion
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is converted into the potential energy of stratified water by elevating particles above the
level specific for their density, which causes sloping of the isopycnic surfaces.

The energy which is possible to extract, the Available Potential Energy (APE), is
described as (Gill, 1982):

APE =
∫ ∫

1
2
ρgη2dxdy (6)5

where η means particle elevation. The transformation of energy from the vertical strat-
ification into the mesoscale circulation occurs in the baroclinic instability process. Wa-
ter particles moving down along the inclined isopycnic surfaces convert their potential
energy into the kinetic one. It is possible in regions of strong baroclinicity, i.e. where
significant baroclinic currents occur, and the vertical shear of the current exists. In the10

state of geostrophic equilibrium only a small part of the APE may be converted into
kinetic energy; rotation prevents the energy transformation.

Mesoscale eddies may be also created in the barotropic instability mechanism. By
the horizontal shear of the flow, eddies gain energy directly from the mean flow’s kinetic
energy.15

In case of the AF, maximal values of the horizontal velocity gradient ∂v/∂x are 1 to
2 orders less than the vertical velocity gradients. This suggests that the possibility of
barotropic instability occurrence is much less than the baroclinic instability. The Burger
number:

S =
(
RD

L

)2

(7)20

calculated for the width of the front as it is in a geostrophic equilibrium state L = 80 km
and the Rossby radius of deformation RD = 10 km, equals 0.016. This also indicates
that only a small part of the energy needed for front destabilisation is gained from
barotropic instability, and disturbances are created mainly due to the APE releasing via
baroclinic instability processes (Druet, 1994).25
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One of the aims of the process-oriented observation conducted in 1995 and 1996
within the AF was to investigate the processes of the frontal instability development.
In 1995, the horizontal and vertical tracers distributions indicated the presence of two
– anticyclonic and cyclonic – meanders in different stages of development (Fig. 8).
The sections along the 74◦ N parallel (Fig. 9) showed that the front and the main AW5

flow was situated on the eastern side and was associated with cyclonic circulation.
Calculations shows (Walczowski, 1998) that only 30 % of the water flowed along the
anticyclonic meander, a temporarily existing structure created as a result of the front
destabilisation. This warm, salty core meander was in a transformational phase on its
way to becoming an eddy. The radius of the meander was about 40 km. In the centre of10

the meander water circulated along closed orbits. The period of circulation, which was
calculated, was about 120 h. The maximum radius of the eddy exceeded 20 km, which
is twice that of the Rossby radius of deformation. The eddy depth reached 450 m. The
meander was connected with the main front only from the surface layer to 150 m. At
deeper levels the front and the meander are visible as separate structures.15

Also in 1996 a system of eddies and meanders was found (Fig. 10). The warm salty
anticyclonic meander (with its centre at 74◦20′ N, 7◦45′ E) was an unstable, nearly sep-
arated, “young” elliptical eddy. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the eddy were
bigger than those of the eddy found in 1995, maximal radius was 33 km. The eddy
reached 650 m in depth, but its horizontal temperature gradients were visible even at20

the 800 dbar level.
Two years of investigations did not provide a clear answer regarding the causes of

front meandering and eddy creation. These processes are complicated and the inter-
action of different factors take place. Investigations of the frontal dynamic suggest that
the instability of fronts and eddy creation is a mechanism which limits frontogenesis25

provided by the deformation field (Spall, 1997). In this context, the presence of eddies
indicates deformation field activity. The intensity of eddy creation may be a measure
of frontogenesis process strength. Front meandering, a growth and the expansion of
meanders are possible due to the release of the APE and its transformation into ki-
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netic energy. Unstable meanders can produce eddies. Warm, salt meanders produce
anticyclonic eddies which migrate to the Arctic domain carrying salt and heat.

Also the bottom topography plays a significant role in the eddies creation process.
Occurrence of the underwater mountains supports the eddies creation. The meander-
ing of the front over the Schultz Bank – underwater mountain at 73◦50′ N, 7◦30′ E has5

been observed for a few times (Walczowski, 1997).
Thermohaline intrusions (Fig. 11) are another important phenomenon often ob-

served along the AF. The occurrences of low-saline cold intrusions advecting from
the Arctic towards the Atlantic domain have been frequent. Warm, saline intrusions
were less distinct, probably because of their tendency to move upward (Hallock, 1985)10

towards the mixed layer. The observed intrusions were even 40 km long and 100 m
thick. The role of this phenomenon in the frontal system ranges widely from frontolysis
processes to the transfrontal transport of heat, salt and volume. The sinking of cold in-
trusions may be an efficient mechanism of the APE release and the cause of baroclinic
instability. Intrusion closed inside baroclinic eddies should help in eddy dissipation.15

4.4 Cross-frontal eddy transport

The location of the AF in the AMOC northern limb determines the significance of both
alongfrontal and transfrontal transport processes. Preconditioning to deep water for-
mation, which is possible due to salt transport towards the Greenland Sea, makes the
transport of the AW towards the Greenland Sea gyre especially important. This trans-20

port is also necessary to close the heat and freshwater budget of the Greenland Sea
(Latarius and Quadfasel, 2010; Segtnan et al., 2011).

The cross-frontal transport was calculated by Walczowski (1998). The anticyclonic
eddies were recognised as the main mechanism of the transfrontal transport. Salt,
heat fluxes and transport were estimated from field data by calculating the mean salt25

and heat carried by an eddy and estimating the eddies generation rate. To calculate
the amount of salt carried by a single eddy, approximations have to be made using
Gaussian curves of salinity anomaly at specific isobaric levels. A similar method, with
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the exception of isopycnic surfaces, was used for the Iceland-Faeroes Front (Allen
et al., 1994). The method was also used to calculate the temperature anomaly and
heat transport by the eddy (Walczowski, 1997).

Based on the field measurements, 70 km was specified as the characteristic AF
wavelength. Determining the eddy production rate was much more difficult. Direct defin-5

ing this factor was not possible and only approximated values could be used. The lit-
erature does not provide precise information about this value. The rapid production of
a single eddy in 3 to 7 days is possible (Johannessen et al., 1987). A similar value, ob-
tained from a two level model, was used in calculations for the Iceland-Faeroes Front
(Allen et al., 1994).10

Finally, for the purpose of approximating the mean time needed for eddy creation,
it was assumed that this time should not be shorter than the time needed for eddy
circulation period. 40 days was chosen as the most probable value. Calculations of
transfrontal transport across the 800 km long front, with mean parameters of the eddy,
produced the following results:15

QQ = 17.7×1012 W

QSal = 188×103 kgs−1

QVol = 2.1Sv

The eddy supported heat transport QQ which was obtained is two times bigger than20

the value estimated by van Aken et al. (1995) (8×1012 W). The delivered heat QQ if
released from the Greenland Sea Gyre (surface 1.34×1011 m2) into the atmosphere
would produce a heat flux of 132 Wm−2. This result is less than the mean annual heat
flux from the Greenland Sea to the atmosphere which is 160 Wm−2 (Hopkins, 1991).
Segtnan et al. (2011) calculated that in order to close the Greenland Sea budget, the25

cross-frontal heat fluxes of 35 TW across the Arctic Front is necessary. They estimate
that the volume transport across the whole front dividing the Greenland and Norwegian
seas equals 4 Sv.
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5 The eastern border

5.1 Structure

The eastern WSC branch is related to the shelf break and slope and continues over the
800 m isobath (Fig. 1). Border of the Atlantic domain follows east of this flow, over the
Barents Sea slope and western Spitsbergen shelf and slope. The AW flow frequently5

crosses the 800 m isobath, penetrates the trough between the Bear Island and Sørkapp
(southern tip of Spitsbergen) – the Storfiordrenna, advects over the shelf and even
flows into the western Spitsbergen fiords. The front dividing the Atlantic origin and the
Arctic Waters from the Barents Sea was sometimes called the Barents Sea Polar Front
(Gawarkiewicz and Pluedemann, 1995). In the Spitsbergen vicinity the shallow water10

front is often called the Arctic Front (Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001). They state that
the coastal front west of Spitsbergen is a part of the Nordic Seas frontal system as
a continuation of the front at the Barents Sea (Barents Sea Polar Front). Herein, after
Skogseth et al. (2006) and other authors we call the front separating the warm Atlantic
origin waters from the cold Arctic waters from the east the “Polar Front”.15

Between the Bear Island and Sørkapp, the frontal line is complicated because part of
the AW circulates cyclonically in the troughs – Storfiordrenna and Kvintehola (Fig. 12).
In this region, the Bjørnøya Current maintains the front on the right, shallow water
side. West of the Svalbard the shelf waters originate mostly from the East Spitsbergen
Current (Saloranta and Svendsen, 2001). On the shelf, the freshwater input from the20

glaciers and rivers gives an additional contribution (Meredith et al., 2001). The current
carrying the cold and less saline waters around the southern Spitsbergen tip is often
called the Sørkapp Current or the South Cape Current, whereas the flow over the
western Spitsbergen shelf – the Coastal Current.

There is a strong front of properties between the Sørkapp Current and AW in the25

Storfiordrenna (Fig. 12). At 100 m temperature on both sides of the front varies between
−0.2 ◦C and 6 ◦C, salinity between 34.67 and 35.13, density between 27.84 kgm−3 on
the cold side and 27.68 kgm−3 on the AW side. It makes the horizontal gradients of
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temperature equal to 0.27 ◦C km−1, salinity: 0.021 km−1and density: 0,007 kgm−3 km−1.
Temperature and salinity gradients are stronger than in the AF, but the density gradient
is much weaker.

West of Svalbard the front line continues over the shelf edge (Fig. 13). The temper-
ature and salinity horizontal gradients are weaker than in the Sørkapp region, the den-5

sity gradient vanishes; the salinity and temperature changes compensate each other.
Colder, less saline shelf water overlies the AW. There are numerous intrusive struc-
tures; AW penetrates over the shelf.

5.2 Dynamics

The WSC is the primary source of heat and salt to the AO, the WSC core and its ex-10

tension in the Arctic Ocean – the Svalbard branch – plays a major role in this transport.
It gives a nearly constant volume flux – the long-term mean of the northward transport
is 1.8±0.1 Sv, including 1.3±0.1 Sv of the AW warmer than 2 ◦C (Beszczynska-Möller
et al., 2012).

This flow is a continuation of the eastern branch of the Norwegian Atlantic Cur-15

rent (the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current), coherent barotropic flow continuing over
the western Norway slope. Also in the northern part the current appears as a con-
centrated, 40 km wide stream. The flow preserves the barotropic type, however, the
baroclinic depth-related component is also apparent. At the latitude of 75◦ N the east-
ern WSC branch baroclinic currents transports 1.23 Sv of water warmer than 2 ◦C and20

saltier than 34.90 and 16 TW of heat (mean for summers 2000–2010). These are val-
ues comparable with the volume and heat delivered by the Svalbard branch to the
Arctic Ocean, at the latitude of 78◦50′ N.

Continuing north, the baroclinic transport decreases (Table 1). It may be caused by
the loss of buoyancy by the current. The baroclinic jetstream decreases its transport as25

the buoyancy is lost from the surface layer. This decrease in transport is compensated
by an increase in the barotropic flow on the slope (Walin et al., 2004).
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5.3 The transfrontal exchange

There is a very weak density gradient or no gradient at all between the AW and the
shelf/coastal waters on the eastern AD border. Additionally, there is a strong horizontal
velocity shear – the core of the AW flows much faster than the shelf waters. This outline
suggests that the barotropic instability should be the main mechanism of the current5

destabilization and crossfrontal exchange. Indeed, Nilsen et al. (2006) write that the
Gaussian current profiles for narrower current jets in the WSC core produce unstable
modes due to a stronger velocity shear. The unstable eddies probably contribute sig-
nificantly to the heat loss of the WSC warm core by isopycnal eddy diffusion. Cottier
et al. (2005) found that the barotropic instabilities forms pockets of the AW at the shelf10

front. The AW leaks onto the shelf and propagates as topographically steered features
toward the fjords. Cottier et al. (2007) described the warm AW inflow over the shelf
in winter 2005/2006 caused by sustained along-shelf winds generating upwelling and
crossfrontal exchange.

The tidal forcing is an additional mechanism promoting the cross-shelf exchange.15

Tides propagate as coastal Kelvin waves along the Spitsbergen coast (Kowalik, 1994).
Diurnal tides can be enhanced near the shelf edges causing generation of shelf waves
with tidal periods (Nilsen et al., 2006). Kasajima and Svendsen (2002) found increasing
of the cross-shelf velocity component of diurnal tides from deep water to the shelf edge.

The ice and brine production is another mechanism of cross-slope exchange. The20

Storfjorden is the region of the biggest brine production in the Svalbard Archipelago,
Storfiordrenna is the pathway of the brines westward transport. Conditions of freezing,
brine release and transportation should be the most important here; but also the brine
production in smaller West Spitsbergen fiords influence the exchanges mechanisms
(Nilsen et al., 2008).25

IOPAN investigations of the western Barents Sea and Spitsbergen slope/shelf show
a variety of mesoscale structures. There are isopycnal intrusions, pockets of the AW
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separated from the mean flow and advected over the shelf, domes of brines migrating
down along the Storfjordrenna slope (Fig. 14).

The shelf is a transition zone between the warm AW and fiords. The western Spits-
bergen large fiords systems – Hornsund, Belsund, Isfjorden and Kongsfjorden are influ-
enced by the AW properties change (Walczowski and Piechura, 2011) and deep basin5

– shelf – fiord exchange (Cottier et al., 2006). Surprisingly, the southernmost Hornsund
is much colder and more “Arctic” than the northernmost Kongsfjorden, which is char-
acterized as the Atlantic type. Bottom topography promote easier water exchange in
Kongsfjorden. Additionally, Hornsund is isolated from the AW stream by the intensive
Sørkapp Current.10

6 The fronts variability

Both frontal zones separating the Atlantic origin waters from the Arctic and Polar water
masses are related to the bottom topography. The western frontal zone runs meridion-
ally between about 005◦ E and 006◦ E, and is “semipermanent” (Van Aken, 1995). Its
position is associated with the mid-ocean ridges. The frontal zone bordering the AD15

from the east is related to the Barents Sea and western Spitsbergen slope and shelf.
Positions of both zones are not permanent, it changes depending of the intensity

of the AW flow, frontal instabilities, atmospheric conditions and other processes. In
warm years and high activity of the WSC western branch, the AF line moves westward
(Fig. 15). Also the mesoscale activity changes the position of the fronts. Processes20

of the meanders growth and eddies formation may shift the frontal line by tens of
kilometres westward (Walczowski and Piechura, 2007). Changes of the AF position
and strength may be also affected by winds over the Nordic Seas and the NAO index
(Schlichtholtz and Goszczko, 2006). They found the large negative correlation between
the NAO index and the AW flow at the latitude of 76◦30′ N, in the ridge area.25

The core of the WSC seems to be more stable in the southern part than in the north-
ern one. At latitude 75◦ N, the position of the core (peak of the AW integrated transport
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at the 290th km of section) appears in the same position in several years (Fig. 16 a).
At 76◦30 N the axis of the current moves zonally by 50 km. It may be caused by the
Sørkapp Current activity. Transport peaks of the western branch are also concentrated
more at the 75◦ N parallel than at 76◦30 N. Between the two flows maxima, significant
mesoscale activity is apparent. The mesoscale eddies occur also west of the AF.5

There is large seasonal and interannual variability of the AW properties
(Beszczynska-Möller et al., 2012). It concerns both branches of the WSC flow. The
AW carried along the western WSC branch is colder and less saline than the AW
transported by the WSC core along the shelves (Fig. 17). At the latitude of 76◦30′ N,
at 200 m, the mean differences for summers 1996–2010 equal 1.75 ◦C for temperature10

and 0.062 for salinity. The changes of these properties occur in both branches simul-
taneously, with positive trends and maximum in 2005–2006 period. The correlation
coefficients for data presented at Fig. 17 equalled r = 0.64, p = 0.008 for temperature
and r = 0.83, p = 0.0001 for salinity, without time lag. For detrended data correlations
are smaller, r = 0.48, p = 0.06 and r = 0.56, p = 0.02, respectively.15

The differences of T and S are due to various origins and pathways of the AW.
The western branch is fed by the Faroe branch of the AW inflow, which is about 2 ◦C
colder and less saline than the AW transported through the Faeroe-Shetland Channel
(Hansen et al., 1999). The differences could be also caused by the longer residence of
water continuing along the AF; the signal propagation velocity in the western branch is20

lower than that in the eastern one (Walczowski and Piechura, 2007). Therefore, water
releases more heat to the atmosphere and mixing processes in the AF cause water
cooling, and freshening.

In summers 2005 and 2006 some uncommonly large eddies were observed (Wal-
czowski and Piechura, 2007). These eddies carried unusual amount of heat along the25

western border of the Atlantic domain. The maximum of the front westward shift at
the section along the 76◦30′ N parallel during the period 1996–2010 occurred in these
warmest 2005 and 2006 yr (Fig. 18). During that time temperature and salinity in both
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WSC branches rose; the 2000 warming was manifested mostly by the core T and S
increasing.

7 Front bifurcation

Continuing towards the Fram Strait both AW branches converge (Fig. 19a) due to the
bottom topography; the distance between the Knipovich Ridge and the Svalbard shelf5

break is least at the latitude of 78◦ N. In the Fram Strait the structure of the AD changes.
The West Spitsbergen Current diverges again into two or even three streams. The
eastern one – the Svalbard Branch, and the central one – the Yermak Branch, flow
into to the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait. The Svalbard Branch, fed by the
along-slope core of the WSC, after passing the Fram Strait, continues eastward along10

the shelf break. The local front separates this AW flow from the Barents Sea waters
located on the south. Due to significant transformation and densification, the AW in this
region usually subducts under the layer of Polar Waters. The water mass configuration
gets complicated near the St. Anna Trough where the Svalbard Branch meets the AW
Barents Branch (Rudels et al., 2013).15

The offshore branch recirculates westward and then southward. The recircula-
tion and the Arctic Front bifurcation is the most intensive between 78◦ N and 79◦ N
(Fig. 19b). Northward baroclinic stream of the AW carried by this flow vanishes,
mesoscale eddies carry the AW westward and southward. Sometimes unusually big
heat anomalies from the western branch are able to cross the Fram Strait and inflow20

the Arctic Ocean (Walczowski and Piechura, 2007). The AW warm water pulses may
influence the ice conditions north of Svalbard (Piechura and Walczowski, 2009).

8 Conclusions

Results show that AF baroclinic jet streams are a significant source of the AW and
cannot be ignored in the Nordic Sea mass, heat and salt balance. At high latitudes25
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baroclinic transport of the AW is comparable or even larger than the volume transport
along the shelf break, which is commonly regarded as the main AW stream in the
Nordic Seas. The transfrontal transport of the AW occurs along the whole AF. The
baroclinic, mesoscale anticyclonic eddies are the main structures carrying the AW into
the Greenland Sea. Eddies are created due to the front baroclinic instability, amplified5

by the bottom topography.
The transfrontal transport and final AF bifurcation is important for the whole Nordic

Seas system, especially for maintenance of the thermohaline circulation. The return
Intermediate Atlantic Water plays a significant role in the convection and deep water
mass formation in the Greenland Sea (van Aken, 2007).10

Transport cross the eastern AD border is less intense. The eastern branch (core)
of the West Spitsbergen Current preserves its signature on the long way to the Arctic
Ocean. The ocean-atmosphere heat exchange is the main process modifying the core
water properties. The transfrontal exchange is mostly important for the Svalbard fiords,
modifying their physical conditions.15
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Table 1. Mean properties of AW (T > 2 ◦C, S > 34.90) and baroclinic transports cross the WSC
core at sections K and N. Mean for summers 2000–2010, R/V Oceania data.

Section Latitude Longitude AW Temp (◦C)/Sd AW Sal/Sd AW_Vol (Sv)/Sd Q_Vol (TW)/Sd

K 75◦00′ N 13◦45′–15◦45′ E 4.35/0.31 35.08/0.02 1.23/0.80 16.06/9.68
N 76◦30′ N 12◦00′–14◦00′ E 4.07/0.30 35.07/0.02 0.91/0.56 10.55/6.32
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Table 1. Mean properties of AW (T>2°C, S>34.90) and baroclinic transports cross the WSC 1 

core at sections K and N. Mean for summers 2000-2010, R/V ‘Oceania’ data. 2 

Section Latitude  Longitude AW Temp 

(°C)/Sd 

AW Sal/Sd AW_Vol 

(Sv)/Sd 

Q_Vol 

(TW)/Sd 

K 75°00’N 13°45’-

15°45’ 

4.35/0.31 35.08/0.02 1.23/0.80 16.06/9.68 

N 76°30’N 12°00’-

14°00’ 

4.07/0.30 35.07/0.02 0.91/0.56 10.55/6.32 

 3 

Figure 1. Nordic Seas bottom topography and Norwegian Atlantic Current – West Spitsbergen 4 

Current system. 5 

  6 

Fig. 1. Nordic Seas bottom topography and Norwegian Atlantic Current – West Spitsbergen
Current system.
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 1 

 2 

Figure 2. Scheme of water transport (in 10
6
 m

3
s

-1
) in the layer 0-1000 m in the northern North 3 

Atlantic Ocean. (Derived from Wegner, 1973). After Dietrich et al., 1980. 4 

Fig. 2. Scheme of water transport (in 106 m3 s−1) in the layer 0–1000 m in the northern North
Atlantic Ocean. (Derived from Wegner, 1973). After Dietrich et al. (1980).
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 1 

 2 

Figure 3. Temperature at the 200 m level. Positions of the CTD profiles and section names are 3 

marked. The Arctic Front position is marked by the grey line.  4 

 5 

Fig. 3. Temperature at the 200 m level. Positions of the CTD profiles and section names are
marked. The Arctic Front position is marked by the grey line.
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Fig. 4. Section cross the Atlantic domain, along the latitude 76◦30′ N, between meridians 4◦ E
and 17◦ E. (a) Potential temperature, (b) salinity, (c) potential density and (d) baroclinic currents
fields in summer 2009. 200 m thick layer of the Return AW west of the AF is visible.
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   1 

Figure 5. Profiles of (a) temperature, (b) salinity and (c) density from the both sides of AF. 2 

Summer 2009, section ‘N’. Atlantic Water has been indicated by ‘AW’.A vertical line 3 

indicating S=34.92 has been added in the salinity scale.  4 

 5 

 6 

Figure 6. Section ‘N’ along the 76°30’ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the baroclinic velocity at 7 

200 dbar. Positive values indicate the northward flow. 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 7.  The geostrophic AW volume and heat transport in summer, at latitude 76°30’ N for 11 

the 65 km wide zone between latitudes 006°30’ E and 009° E(a). R/V ‘Oceania’ data.  12 

Fig. 5. Profiles of (a) temperature, (b) salinity and (c) density from the both sides of AF. Summer
2009, section “N”. Atlantic Water has been indicated by “AW”. A vertical line indicating S =
34.92 has been added in the salinity scale.
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Figure 5. Profiles of (a) temperature, (b) salinity and (c) density from the both sides of AF. 2 

Summer 2009, section ‘N’. Atlantic Water has been indicated by ‘AW’.A vertical line 3 

indicating S=34.92 has been added in the salinity scale.  4 
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 6 

Figure 6. Section ‘N’ along the 76°30’ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the baroclinic velocity at 7 

200 dbar. Positive values indicate the northward flow. 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 7.  The geostrophic AW volume and heat transport in summer, at latitude 76°30’ N for 11 

the 65 km wide zone between latitudes 006°30’ E and 009° E(a). R/V ‘Oceania’ data.  12 

Fig. 6. Section “N” along the 76◦30′ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the baroclinic velocity at 200 dbar.
Positive values indicate the northward flow.
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Summer 2009, section ‘N’. Atlantic Water has been indicated by ‘AW’.A vertical line 3 

indicating S=34.92 has been added in the salinity scale.  4 
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 6 

Figure 6. Section ‘N’ along the 76°30’ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the baroclinic velocity at 7 

200 dbar. Positive values indicate the northward flow. 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 7.  The geostrophic AW volume and heat transport in summer, at latitude 76°30’ N for 11 

the 65 km wide zone between latitudes 006°30’ E and 009° E(a). R/V ‘Oceania’ data.  12 

Fig. 7. The geostrophic AW volume and heat transport in summer, at latitude 76◦30′ N for the
65 km wide zone between latitudes 6◦30′ E and 9◦ E. R/V Oceania data.
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Fig. 8. Summer 1995. (a) Temperature and (b) salinity at 200 dbar.
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(a)  1 

(b)  2 

(c)  3 

Figure 9. Section along the 74°N parallel, across the frontal meander and eddy.  (a) 4 

Temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) potential density. 5 

 6 

 7 

Fig. 9. Section along the 74◦ N parallel, across the frontal meander and eddy. (a) Temperature,
(b) salinity, and (c) potential density.
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(a)  1 

 2 

(b)  3 

 4 

Figure 10. Summer 1996. (a) Temperature and (b) salinity at 200 dbar. 5 

Fig. 10. Summer 1996. (a) Temperature and (b) salinity at 200 dbar.
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 1 

Figure 11. Low-salinity intrusion of the Arctic water towards the Atlantic domain. 2 

 3 

Fig. 11. Low-salinity intrusion of the Arctic water towards the Atlantic domain.
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Fig. 12. Section from the Sørkapp at the left hand side to Bear Island. (a) Temperature, (b)
salinity, and (c) potential density. Section V2, R/V Oceania, summer 2006.
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Fig. 13. Section across the core of the WSC and the Polar Front over western Spitsbergen
shelf. (a) Temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) potential density. Section “S”, R/V Oceania, summer
2005.
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Fig. 14. Inflow of the AW in the upper layer and brines migrating along the Storfiordrenna near
the bottom. (a) Temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) potential density. R/V Oceania, summer 2000.
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   1 

Figure 15.Temperature at 200 dbar in the cold 2002, and warm 2005, 2006.  The western 2 

frontal line – isotherms 2-2.25 °C - is marked by the grey line.    3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

Fig. 15. Temperature at 200 dbar in the cold 2002, and warm 2005, 2006. The western frontal
line – isotherms 2–2.25 ◦C – is marked by the grey line.
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(a)  1 

 2 

(b)  3 

 4 

 5 

Figure 16. Vertically integrated baroclinic volume transport (m
2· s-1

) cross the section (a) ‘K’ 6 

along the 75° N parallel and (b) ‘N’ along the 76°30’ N parallel.  7 

Fig. 16. Vertically integrated baroclinic volume transport (m2 s−1) cross the section (a) “K” along
the 75◦ N parallel and (b) “N” along the 76◦30′ N parallel.
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(a)  1 

 2 

(b) 3 

 4 

Figure 17. Time series of mean (a) temperature and (b) salinity at 200 m depth, in 50 km wide 5 

zones of the eastern (red lines) and western WSC branches. AW characterisation : T>0, 6 

S>34.92. 7 

 8 

Fig. 17. Time series of mean (a) temperature and (b) salinity at 200 m depth, in 50 km wide
zones of the eastern (red lines) and western WSC branches. AW characterisation: T > 0, S >
34.92.
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(a)  1 

 2 

(b)  3 

 4 

Figure 18. Section ‘N’ along the 76°30’ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the (a) temperature and (b) 5 

salinity at 200 dbar. 6 

Fig. 18. Section “N” along the 76◦30′ N. Hovmoeller diagram of the (a) temperature and (b)
salinity at 200 dbar.
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Fig. 19. Summer 2007. (a) Baroclinic currents and temperature at 100 dbar and (b) LADCP
measured currents at 200 dbar.
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